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Brief Overview:
VUCA stands for Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity. It is
an environment, military, business or otherwise, where circumstances
and situations evolve rapidly without a clear trajectory. Today, as the
world is coming to terms with dealing with a global pandemic and a new
emerging normal, every organisation and its leadership is challenged.

Dealing with such challenges is ingrained in the basic fibre of the
military worldwide. The skills and talents required to survive and thrive
in a conflict zone are basically the same that managers could deploy in
their workplace and business environment. This requires freedom,
creativity, speed, flexibility and a culture that connects people with the
organisation.



Session Content:
Attributes of VUCA enabled and ready Entities at organisational level.

Characteristics of Teams and the techniques used by such teams to work in

VUCA ready entities.

Mindset and traits exhibited by Leaders who lead organisations and teams in

VUCA world.

Specific instances of how military leaders react to VUCA situations and the

choices that they make.

For Whom:
Senior and Mid-level leaders; specifically, leaders looking for

solutions to thrive in the post-COVID environment



Structure organisations to be VUCA

ready.

Design teams and empower them with

resources to be able to thrive in a VUCA

environment.

Gain perspective on attributes that leaders

need to equip themselves with to lead

teams in the VUCA world.

Key Takeaways:



FACILITATOR'S PROFILE:
Cmde Sriram Srinivasan (Veteran)

Sreeraam - is a mindful leader, a powerful communicator and a growth catalyst. An Electronics and

Telecommunication systems’ engineer by education, he is a Military Leader by profession and a

Coach, Mentor and Facilitator by choice. A senior Naval veteran with over 25 years of experience in

leadership roles, Sreeraam presents a pleasant, articulate, approachable exterior, which he

complements with his expansive knowledge and understanding of people. His major strengths are his

passion to influence his audience, ability to integrate concepts across domains, and to bring

simplicity into complex concepts.

Sreeraam’s expertise is centred around the softer aspects of enterprises, viz. the human capital;

specifically, leading teams mindfully, innovating at the workplace and driving performance through

purpose and passion. His interests stem from his experience in the white uniform, learnings from

which, he has distilled into tools, techniques and methods which form the core of his training.



FACILITATOR'S PROFILE:
Commander Ninad Phatarphekar (Veteran)

Ninad - is an Electrical Engineer and MBA by training, and a success maven by passion. He has

garnered over two and a half decades of work experience in Defence services, PSU, Corporate and

Social Sector ecosystems. His rich tapestry of experiences in a gamut of work environments helps

him bring real life and relevant examples to the classroom. An alumnus of the Naval College of

Engineering, Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management Studies (JBIMS), Mumbai and Indian Academy

of Training & Development (IATD), he is an ardent and enthusiastic student of Organizational

Behaviour & Dynamics, Talent Engagement and art of Leadership. His forte remains his persuasive

skill which creates a receptive atmosphere for training. His flair for effective and powerful

communication ensures that his training programmes are delivered with panache and meet all

stakeholder expectations. Ninad is an expert in training in Soft Skills, Leadership and Creativity; and

has developed his signature programme titled ‘Challenge the Status Quo’ which is designed to make

the participants adroit in disruptive thinking.
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